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, The present invention relates generally to the conveyor 
_'art, and more particularly to a novel device adapted to 
receive freshly-made cracker sandwiches from a cracker 
sandwich machine and to deposit them in stacks upon a 
moving conveyor from which they may be gathered for 
packing. 

Brie?y, the present novel device is adapted to cooperate 
with a cracker sandwich making machine which delivers 
a continuous row of individual cracker sandwiches by 

Cracker 
sandwiches thus delivered are deposited one at a time in 
a pocket-like recess at the periphery of a pocket wheel. 
This pocket wheel has recessed portions continuously 
around its periphery and is adapted to rotate intermit 
tently, thus enabling a plurality of cracker sandwiches 
to be delivered into each recessed portion before the fol 
lowing recessed portion or pocket is disposed in position 
to receive subsequently delivered sandwiches. As the 
pocket wheel rotates in its periodic movement, it carries 
the received sandwiches in stacks to a point approximately 
diametrically opposite the point where they were received 
and deposits them on a moving belt conveyor. The de 
sired periodic movement of the pocket wheel is attained 
by means of a continuously rotating ?nger driven from 
the drive shaft of the cracker sandwich machine and 
adapted to engage spaced indexing pins on the pocket ~’ 
wheel. The engagement of these pins is selective and 
adjustably by means of cam elements which provide a 
desired pattern of engagement of the rotating ?nger with 
the indexing pins. 

It is, an object of the present invention to provide a 
novel stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like which is 
adapted to receive individual cracker sandwiches from a 
cracker sandwich making machine and to deposit them 
upon a moving belt conveyer. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
a novel stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like which 
receives individual cracker sandwiches and delivers them 
in stacks containing a predetermined number of sand 
wiches. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a novel 
stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like which is ad 
justable to vary the number of sandwiches in each stack 
delivered therefrom. 

Other objects of the invention are to provide a novel 
stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like which is auto 
matic in its action, simple in its construction and adjust 
ment, and which is otherwise well adapted to the pur 
pose for which it is intended. 
The foregoing and further objects and advantages will 

be apparent from the following description taken in con 
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a stacker constructed in accord 
ance with the teachings of the present invention shown 
in cooperative relation with a portion of a cracker sand 
wich machine conveyer and a stack receiving belt con 
veyer; ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a side‘ elevational view thereof; 
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2 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional elevation 

taken generally along the line 3—3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a further enlarged fragmentary sectional eleva 

tion taken generally along the line 4-4 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional elevation taken gen 

erally along the line 5-5 of Fig. 1, showing a rotating 
?nger in position for non-engagement with an indexing 
pin; . 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary sectional elevation of a portion 
of Fig. 5, showing the rotating ?nger in position for en 
gagement with an indexing pin; 

Fig. 7 is a still further enlarged sectional elevation 
taken generally on the line 7—-7 of Fig. 5, showing a 
biasing assembly in cooperative relation to the rotating 
?nger; 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional elevation 
taken generally on the line 8-8 of Fig. 5, showing a drag 
brake assembly; and 

Fig. 9 is a sectional elevation of a replaceable cam. 
Referring to the drawings more particularly by means 

of reference numerals, the numeral 15 generally designates 
a cracker sandwich stacker constructed in accordance with 
the teachings of the present invention. The stacker 15 
is adapted to cooperate with a cracker sandwich machine 
16 and a belt conveyer 17, receiving individual cracker 
sandwiches from the former and delivering them in stacks 
of predetermined height to the latter. 

In the depicted embodiment, the stacker 15 is shown 
to be cooperative with a sandwich machine 16 having a 
moving pin type of conveyer in which a continuously 
moving chain 20 has spaced vertical pins 21, each adapted 
to move an individual cracker sandwich 22 up a ramp 
assembly 23 comprising spaced parallel angles 24. As 
the individual sandwiches 22 reach the high end of the 
ramp assembly 23, they are pushed oif and allowed to 
drop onto the stacker 15 for collecting into stacks, as will 
appear. As the sandwiches 22 are pushed o? the ramp 
assembly 23, the pins 21 along with the continuously 
moving chain 20 pass around an idler sprocket 25 and are 
thus disengaged from the sandwiches 22. The chain 20 
may be driven by any convenient means, such as a sprocket 
26 secured to a vertical shaft 27 of a prime mover 28. 
It will of course be understood that the above-described 
means for conveying individual cracker sandwiches to the 
stacker 15 is merely illustrative, the stacker 15 being 
equally well adapted for cooperation with other types of 
conveyer means. 
The cracker sandwich stacker 15 comprises a mounting 

plate 30 adapted for attachment to a base plate 31 of 
the cracker sandwich machine 16. A vertical stub shaft 
32 is ?rmly secured to the mounting plate 20, as by a nut 
and washer assembly 33, and forms a non-rotating center 
for a horizontally rotatable pocket wheel 34. The pocket 
wheel 34 comprises a wheel 36 having a disc portion 37 
and a depending boss portion 38, the lower face of the 
latter resting for rotation upon the upper surface of the 
mounting plate 30. A plurality of crescent-shaped ele 
ments 40 are disposed around the periphery of the disc 
portion 37 and securedv thereto by means of screws 41. 
As clearly shown in Fig. 1_of the drawings, these elements 
40 are disposed in abutment one with another so as to 
form a series of pocket-like recesses 42 in the pocket 
wheel 34. Indexing pins 43 extending upwardly from the 
top surface of the disc portion 37 are arranged in equal 
spaced relation slightly inwardly of the periphery thereof, 
the number of indexing pins 43 so arranged being equal 
to the number of crescent-shaped elements 49. 
A drag brake assembly 45, best shown in Figs. 5 and 

8, comprises a socket member 46 appropriately secured to 
the upper surface of the mounting plate 30 and slidably 
receiving a pin portion 47 of a disc-like brake shoe 48. 
A leather cap 4?, appropriately secured to the upper sur 
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face‘of the shoe 48, slidably abuts the lower surface of 
the disc portion 37 of the pocket wheel‘34, being con-~~ 
tinuously urged thereagainst by springs 50 and 51 dis 
posed as clearly shown in Fig. 8. ‘ 
A stationary cam disc‘55 having an upstanding'tubular 

portion 56 provided with a‘lowcr shoulder 57 is mounted 
' on the stub-shaft 32 above the wheel 36 and supports a 
plurality of spaced cams 58 adjacent'its periphery: The 
cams 58 are arcuate in plan and have a'vertical longi 
tudinal cross section as clearly shown in Fig.’ 9,>being re 
movably secured to the cam disc 55 by means of screws 59. 
A driving member 62 having a sprocket portion 63 and 

a radially extending bracket portion 64 is supported on 
the tubular portion 56.and the shoulder 57 of the cam 
plate 55 by a hub 61,"as clearly shown in Figs.‘ 4 and 5, 
and is retained thereon by‘a collar 65. ‘A set screw 66 
secures both the collar 65 and 'the cam plate 55 against 

‘ rotation about the axis of the stub- shaft 32 ,and‘serves 
further .to maintain these elements in a desired-vertical 
adjustment to prevent frictional binding of the wheel 36 ' 
or of the drive member 62. The bracket section 64 has 
a channel-shaped cross section, as‘ clearly shown in Fig. 7,, 
and receives a pivotally mounted ?nger 70 having a de- ‘ 
pending portion 71 for engagement with indexing pins 
43, as will appear. A‘biasing assembly 75 secured to 
the bracket section 64 comprising a push pinv 76, a‘ spring 
77, and an inverted thimble 78, all assembled‘ asv clearly 
shown in Fig. 7, continuously urges the ?nger 70 towards 
downward pivotal movement; The driving member 62 
and the attached ?nger 76 are adapted to rotate con 

in 

rotated thereby. When, however, the ?nger 70 passes 
over one-of the-cams 58, it ispushed upwardly against 
the biasing action of the assembly 75 and is thus dis 
engaged from the indexing pin 43. The drag brake as 
sembly 45 causes the pocket wheel 34 to cease its rotative 
movement immediately upon disengagement of the ?nger 
70‘from an indexing pin 43, and the pocket wheel 34, 
therefore, remains stationary until the ?nger 70 has passed 
over the ‘cam 58 and has rotated far ‘enough to engage 
another indexing pin 43.‘ 

It is understood of course that the disposition of the 
earns 58 relative to the indexing pins 43 will be such that 
the pocket wheel 34 will be‘ successively halted in posi 
tions to dispose the pocket-like recesses 42 directly op 
posite the end of the‘ramp assembly 23 of the sandwich 
machine 16.‘ The operational sequence may be one of 
two preferred sequences. In stacking three cracker sand 
wiches 22, for example, in one sequence the ?rst'one is 

--‘deposited”*asy‘thev ‘pocket'whe‘el ‘34 moved into register 
- withthemamp‘assembly 23; and the second and third 
sandwiches "are“ deposited while the‘ pocket‘ wheel 34 is 

‘ ‘halted, and both’the'?rstiand last sandwich 22' are moved 
intos'pocket-like recesses 42 “during ‘movement of the 
pocket wheel 34, the ?rst as the pocket wheel 34 com 
pletes‘oneindexing-movement and the last as the pocket 
wheel 34'begin‘s-the following indexing movement. Thus, 
normally the‘v relationshipe‘of the parts is such for the 

- latter-operation that substantially the ?rst half of the 30 
- degree movement ofi‘the vpocket‘wheel 34 occurs as the 

tinuously by means of ‘a chain 80 ‘connecting the sprocket ‘ 
portion 53 with a sprocket 81 secured for rotation with ' 
the shaft 27 of the prime mover 28. 
A dead plate 83 having an upstanding external ?ange " 

84 is generally arcuate in shape and is disposed with its ' 
inner edge adjacent the periphery of the wheel 36 of the 
pocket wheel 34 so as to underlie the crescent~shaped 
elements 40 during a portion ‘of their rotative movement, ‘ 

"40 
thus to cooperate with these elements 40 in de?ning pocket 
like recesses 42. The dead plate 83 is supported from 
the mounting plate 30,v as by an attachment 85. ‘As is 

third‘ sandwich 22 of a stack moves through the second 
half —of'its deposit movement, and the second half occurs 

‘ as" the first sandwich '22 of ‘the next stack moves through 
a the ?rst half~of its deposit movement. 'However, desired 

~ deviations from this stated‘ preferred relationship may be 
‘-readily accomplished '-by changing the cam positions or 
the initial position of‘the ?nger 70. 
The stacks of sandwiches 22 which rest upon the dead 

- plate 83 areconveyed‘ therearound during the intermittent 

clear from Figs. 1 and 2, the end of the‘ deadv plate 83 
which is remote from the sandwich machine 16 rests 
adjacent a belt 87 forming a part of the belt conveyer 17. 
The conveyer 17 is of conventional type and may include 

a columnar supporting member 88, a frame assembly 89, 
and a belt drum 90.‘ The‘ drum 90 is preferably driven 
from the prime mover 28 at a speed which is appropriately 
coordinated with the movement ‘of the pocket wheel 
34. Fig. 2 depicts one arrangement wherein the drive for 
the drum 90 is derived from asecondary shaft 92 of the 
prime mover 28, passed through a conventional speed 
reducing pulley assembly 93 secured to a frame 94 of the 
sandwich machine 16, and thence delivered by a belt 96 
to a pulley 97 connected to the drum 90., (Clearly, the " 
belt conveyer 17 may be arranged to carry the stacked 
sandwiches in directions other than as shown in the draw 
ings, the length of the dead plate 83 being appropriately 
determined by the desired direction of movement there 
from. 

Operation 

As above mentioned, the stacker 15 is‘ adapted'to re 
ceive individual cracker sandwiches 22 as they are pushed 
off the upper end of the ramp assembly 23 and to deliver ' 
the sandwiches in stacks of predetermined height to the 
belt conveyer 17. Accomplishment of this function is 
through the cooperative action of the continuously ro 

' tating ?nger 70,‘ the cams 58, and‘ the indexing pins 43. 
It has already been noted ‘that the depending portion 71 
of the pivotally mounted ?nger 70 is adapted to engage 
the indexing pins 43 and it is further obvious that when 
these elements are so engaged the rotative movement of ' 
the driving element 62 by virtue of itsconnection to the 
primemover 28-will cause thepocket Wheel 3410 be 

-rotation of the pocket‘wheel 34 andiare ?nally. pushed 
oif onto the- continuously moving belt 87 of the conveyer 

‘17,. the speed ‘of the belt 87vbeing such as to remove 
each stack of sandwiches 22 from the vicinity of the dis 
charge endof the dead plate 83‘ before the following stack 
is deposited‘ thereon. 

It will be'noted that the depicted embodiment of the 
stacker 15'incorporatestwelve each of thecrescent-shaped 

‘ elements'40‘and the‘indexing pins 43, and four cams 58, 

50 

the length and disposition of the latter being such that 
onlyevery other‘ indexing pin 43 can be engaged by the 
‘rotating ?nger 70, said engagement being maintained for 
30. degrees" of ‘angular movement of the pocket wheel 34. 
It is apparent,"therefore, that each successive movement 
of the pocket wheel 34 will dispose a recess 42 in posi~ 
tion‘ to ‘receive sandwiches 22, and it is further apparent 
that‘the‘?nger 70 will travel through an arc ‘of 90 degrees 

“in, etfecting'an intermittent 30 degree movement of the 

60 

pocket wheel 34. Clearly, then, if the angular velocity 
of the ?nger 70 be appropriately coordinated with the 
timed delivery ‘of individual sandwiches 22, as for exam 
ple to‘pr‘ovide a 30 degree movement of the ?nger 70 for 
‘each delivered sandwich 22, a condition will obtain 
wherein if the pocket wheel 34 were rotated continuously 
by the?nger 7 0,‘ a separate recess 42 would be advanced to 
receive each delivered sandwich 22. This desired coor 
ldination of ‘speed is preferably obtained through ap— 
propriate selection of the sprocket 81 and the sprocket 
portion 63. Inasmuch’, as the arrangement of cams 58 
as above set forth provides for a 90 degree travel of the 

' ?nger 70 for each 30 degree movement of the pocket table 
70 34,‘ not one,‘but three successive sandwiches 22 will be 

delivered into each recess 42, each stack ‘of three sand 
wiches being'eventually displaced upon the moving belt 
‘87,’ as previouslyindicated. 

Although only six of the twelve indexing pins 43 are 
engaged in thearrangement ofthe. depicted stacker 15, 
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the additional pins 43 provide ?exibility of operation 
wherein stacks to a height of any number of sandwiches 
which is a whole factor of twelve may be accommodated, 
merely through the use of the required number of proper 
length cams 58. For example, stacks of four sandwiches 
can be obtained by arranging three equally spaced cams 
58 so as to provide engagement of the ?nger 70 with each 
third indexing pin 43, stacks of six sandwiches 22 can be 
obtained by arranging two equally spaced cams 58 so as 
to provide engagement of the ?nger 70 with each ?fth 
indexing pin 43, and stacks of two sandwiches 22 can be 
obtained by arranging six equally spaced cams 58 so as 
to provide engagement of the ?nger 70 with each indexing 
pin 43 in'tnrn. In circumstances where it is desired to 
provide stacks of sandwiches or the like to heights other 
than a multiple of 12, the desired result can be easily 
achieved by employing a pocket wheel having an appro 
priate different number of recesses 42 and indexing pins 

' 43. 

Clearly, the device described herein ful?lls the objects 
and advantages sought therefor. 

It is to be understood that the foregoing description 
and the accompanying drawings have been given only by 
way of illustration and example, and that changes in the 

Q ' form of the elements, rearrangement of parts, and the 
substitution of equivalent elements, which will be readily 
apparent to one skilled in the art, are contemplated as 
being within the scope of the invention, which is limited 
only by the claims which follow. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like, in 

combination, movable means for receiving successively 
delivered cracker sandwiches, driving means for said mov 
able means including a driving assembly adapted to rotate 
continuously, means in said assembly for engaging said 
movable means for intermittent movement of the same, 
means for disengaging said engaging means upon prede 
termined movement of said movable means, and means 
cooperative with said movable means for delivering said 
received sandwiches in uniform stacks to a point of dis 
charge. 

2. In a stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like, in 
combination, a wheel-like assembly adapted to rotate in 
a horizontal plane, said assembly including a plurality of 
pocket-like recesses at its periphery, a rotatable driving 
assembly disposed coaxially with said wheel-like assembly, 
said driving assembly including a radially extending ele 
ment adapted for vertical reciprocatory movement, in 
dexing means in said wheel-like assembly for intermittent 
engagement with said radially extending element, and sta 
tionary cam means for controlling said engagement in 
accordance with a predetermined pattern. ' 

' 3. In a stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like, in 
combination, a wheel-like assembly adapted to rotate in 
a horizontal plane, said assembly including a plurality of 
pocket-like recesses at its periphery, a stationary dead 
plate of substantially arcuate plan disposed so as to un 
derlie more than one but less than all of said plurality 
of recesses, means including a continuously rotatable as 
sembly for driving said wheel-like assembly in intermit 
tent rotative movement, said continuously rotatable as 
sembly having a vertically movable radially extending ele 
ment adapted for intermittent driving engagement with 
said wheel-like assembly, and stationary cam means for 
regulating said engagement in accordance with a prede 
termined pattern. 

4. In a stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like, in 
combination, a wheel-like assembly adapted to rotate in 
a horizontal plane, said assembly including a, plurality 
of pocket-like recesses at its periphery, a stationary dead 
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plate of substantially arcuate plan disposed so as to under 
lie more than one but less than all of said plurality of 
recesses, means including a continuously rotatable as 
sembly for driving said wheel-like assembly in intermit— 
tent rotative movement, said continuously rotatable as 
sembly having a vertically movable radially extending 
element adapted for intermittent driving engagement with 
said wheel-like assembly, stationary cam means for reg 
ulating said engagement in accordance with a predeter 
mined pattern, and brake means in frictional engagement 
with said wheel-like assembly for halting the same im 
mediately upon each cessation of said driving engage 
ment. 

5. In a stacker for cracker sandwiches or the like, in 
combination, a supporting member, a ?xed vertical shaft 
mounted therein, a pocket wheel disposed for rotation 
about said shaft, said pocket wheel including a plurality 
of spaced indexing elements, cam means comprising a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced cam elements dis 
posed coaxially of said pocket wheel and secured to said 
?xed shaft, a driving assembly comprising a radially ex 
ending pivotally mounted ?nger disposed for rotation 
about said ?xed shaft independently of said pocket wheel, 
said ?nger being intermittently engageable with at least 
a selected number of said plurality of indexing elements 
for intermittently driving said pocket wheel, said plural 
ity of cam elements being successively effective to disen 
gage said ?nger from said driving relationship, and brake 
means engaging said pocket wheel for normally maintain 
ing the same motionless except when driven as afore 
said. 

combination, a supporting member, a ?xed vertical shaft 
mounted therein, a pocket wheel disposed for'rotation 
about said shaft, said pocket wheel including a plurality 
of spaced indexing elements, a dead plate mounted to 
said supporting member and adapted to underlie a por 
tion of said pocket wheel, said dead plate including an 
upturned ?ange disposed radially outwardly of said pocket 
wheel and extending partially therearound, cam means 
comprising a plurality of circumferentially spaced cam 
elements disposed coaxially of said pocket wheel and se 
cured to sid ?xed shaft, a driving assembly comprising 
a radially extending pivotally mounted ?nger disposed 
for rotation about said ?xed shaft independently of said 
pocket wheel, said ?nger being intermittently engageable 
with at least a selected'number of said plurality of in~ 
dexing elements for intermittently driving said pocket 
wheel, said plurality of cam elements being successively 
effective to disengage said ?nger from said driving rela 
tionship, and brake means engaging said pocket wheel 
for normally maintaining the same motionless except 
when driven as aforesaid. 
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